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Introduction
Diboson production is of great importance at the LHC. On the one hand, it can be used as a precision test of the Standard Model (SM) and, on the other hand, it is an important source of background both in the context of SM measurements and in the one of New Physics (NP) searches. Moreover, diboson production is sensitive to the gauge-boson self interaction and can be used to set limits on the anomalous triple-gauge-boson interactions.
From the above considerations, it follows that a precise theoretical understanding of this process is mandatory. The current status of the theoretical predictions for diboson production can be summarized as follows. On the QCD side, the two-loop QCD corrections to pp → V V (→ 4l) have been computed, resummed predictions at NNLL+NNLO accuracy and matched predictions at NLO+PS (Parton Shower) accuracy are also available. More recently, an NNLO calculation matched with QCD PS was presented in Ref. [2] . On the electroweak (EW) side, the one-loop EW corrections have been computed for all the four-lepton production processes. We refer to Ref. [1] for a more detailed bibliography.
EFT framework for triple-gauge-boson interaction
In the literature, the anomalous triple-gauge-boson interaction is usually described in terms of anomalous couplings. More recently have been published results in the SM effective field theory (SMEFT) framework. In the SMEFT, the SM Lagrangian is generalized by adding non-renormalizable gauge-invariant operators with canonical dimension D > 4:
In Eq. (2.1) the operators O i D represent the effect of new physics with a mass scale Λ much larger than the electroweak scale and are multiplied by the corresponding Wilson coefficients c i D .
We describe the anomalous W W γ and W W Z interaction in terms of the following dimension-6 (Dim-6) operators [3] :
where g w = e/s w , g 1 = e/c w , τ are the Pauli matrices and Φ stands for the Higgs doublet.
As no Dim-6 operator contributes to the neutral triple-gauge-boson interaction, we consider the following set of Dim-8 operators for the V V V interaction (V, V = Z, γ) [4] : 
As a consequence of Eq. (2.1), the cross sections and/or the differential distributions have the form
Since the σ EFT6 2 and σ SM×EFT8 terms are of the same order in the 1/Λ expansion, for a generic EFT model a consistent 1/Λ expansion should include only the σ SM×EFT6 contribution if the Dim-8 operators are neglected. However, there can be specific models where the σ SM×EFT8 term is subleading with respect to the σ EFT6 2 one without violating the EFT expansion. For these reasons, in Sect. 4 we present results both with and without the quadratic contribution in the Dim-6 operators. Similar considerations hold for the Dim-8 operators in ZZ production. The values of the Wilson coefficients that we used in our numerical simulations are consistent with the current experimental limits from the LHC.
Overview of the calculation
We computed WW (→ e + ν e µ −ν µ ), WZ (→ e + ν e µ + µ − ), and ZZ (→ e + e − µ + µ − ) production at NLO QCD including the effect of the Dim-6 and Dim-8 operators as described in Sect. 2. For the processes under consideration, also the NLO EW corrections have been calculated. For WW and ZZ production, we included the effect of the loop-induced gg → WW and gg → ZZ processes; though these processes are formally of higher order in α S , they can give sizable contributions because of the gluon PDF.
Our calculation relies on the following tools: FEYNRULES, REPT1L, and RECOLA2. We used the MATHEMATICA package FEYNRULES [5, 6] to implement the SM Lagrangian and the relevant Dim-6 and Dim-8 operators. We then employed FEYNRULES to derive the corresponding Feynman rules which were written in a UFO [7] model file.
The PYTHON program REPT1L [8] was used to convert the UFO model file to a RECOLA2 model file. REPT1L performs counterterm expansion, sets up and solves the renormalization conditions and computes the rational terms of type R2 for the model under consideration.
RECOLA2 [8, 9] is an enhanced version of RECOLA [10] employing the tensor-reduction library COLLIER [11] and is used for the automated generation and the numerical evaluation of the tree-level and one-loop amplitudes. While RECOLA is designed for the SM, RECOLA2 relies on external RECOLA2 model files: these model files are user-provided and can be generalizations of the SM.
RECOLA2 was interfaced to a multichannel Monte Carlo integrator that performs all the other steps of the calculation.
Numerical results
For the process pp → WZ → e + ν e µ + µ − we consider two event selections that mimic the ATLAS and CMS analyses of Refs. [12] and [13] , respectively. Some results at the cross-section level are collected in Tab. 1. It turns out that the NLO EW corrections are of order −6%/ − 5%, while the NLO QCD corrections are positive and large (+80%/ + 90%): this is due to the fact that new channels appear at NLO QCD that have gluons in the initial state and are enhanced by the gluon PDF. Figure 1 shows the differential distributions as a function of the Z boson p T (p T,µ + µ − ) and of the WZ transverse mass (M 3lν T ). For these distributions, the NLO EW corrections 
13.600(4)
+5.1% −6.3% Table 1 : Integrated cross section for WZ production. In the first column W + Z is a shorthand notation for the process pp → e + ν e µ + µ − . The numbers in parentheses correspond to the statistical error on the last digit. The uncertainties are estimated from the scale dependence. dσ/dp
NLO QCD/LO /10 NLO EW/LO are negative and their size increases at high p T and/or M T up to −25% and −20% in the tails of the distributions. The NLO QCD corrections are positive and very large, in particular for the p T,µ + µ − distribution, where the NLO prediction is almost six times the LO one for p T,µ + µ − 600 GeV. Figure 2 shows the ratios
with X = M 3lν T . In the two plots, the upper panels contain only the interference terms (σ SM×EFT6 ), while in the lower panels also the quadratic terms (σ EFT6 2 ) are included. Each line corresponds to a setup where only one of the Wilson coefficients is different from zero. Comparing the predictions for R LO lin and R LO quad reveals that the largest contribution comes from the quadratic terms (with the only exception of the c W coefficient, where the linear and the quadratic terms tend to compensate). Comparing the left and the right plot in Fig. 2 , we conclude that the sensitivity to the Dim-6 operators decreases at NLO QCD (with the exception of the O W W W operator, as already noticed in Ref. [14] for on-shell vector bosons). The reduction in the sensitivity is due to the fact that QCD radiation reduces the centre-of-mass energy of the 11.0768 (5) +6.3% −7.5%
14.993(2)
+3.1% −2.4%
10.283(2)
+6.4% −7.6% diboson system with respect to the LO. Since the contribution of the Dim-6 operators increases with the centre-of-mass energy of the diboson system, at NLO QCD the contribution of the Dim-6 operators is suppressed. For the process pp → ZZ → e + e − µ + µ − we consider an event selection that mimics the ATLAS analysis in Ref. [15] . Our predictions at the cross-section level are collected in Tab. 2: the NLO EW corrections are of order −8%, the NLO QCD corrections are about +35%, and the contribution of the loop-induced gg channel is of order +17%. ). As in the case of WZ production, the sensitivity to the higher-dimensional operators is reduced at NLO QCD. 
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Conclusions
We presented some selected results from Ref. [1] , where the processes pp → e + ν e µ −ν µ , pp → e + ν e µ + µ − , and pp → e + e − µ + µ − have been studied in the EFT framework at NLO QCD accuracy. The impact of the Dim-6 operators (Dim-8 operators for ZZ production) has been compared to the NLO QCD and NLO EW corrections in the SM.
We found that the sensitivity to the anomalous triple-gauge-boson interaction is in general reduced at NLO QCD because of real radiation contributions, which are less sensitive to the anomalous interaction.
Our calculation relies on RECOLA2 for the automated generation and numerical evaluation of the tree-level and one-loop amplitudes. This calculation was the first application of RECOLA2 in the EFT framework.
